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Abstract- Our project aims to supply plagiarism supported custom search API. Plagiarism detection for document is incredibly effective 

technique, as these days students are primarily enthusiastic about net. The wide use and handiness of electronic resources makes it simple for 

college kids, authors and even tutorial folks to access and use any piece of knowledge and insert it into his/ her own work while not correct 

citation. Our project facilitate authors, writers etc. to secure their files and create their files safe. with the assistance of The Custom Search 

JSON API develop websites and applications to retrieve and show search results from Google Custom Search programmatically. It helps the 

user to transfer the file simply and observe plagiarism additional with efficiency. It offers the additional correct results .Plagiarism detection in 

an exceedingly sizable amount of documents needs economical strategies. Most of the computations needed within the formula are omitted by 

2 styles of approximations of the output used for plagiarism detection, whereas the decrease of accuracy caused by the approximations is 

appropriate. The impact of the development on the time interval and accuracy of the formula is evaluated by conducting experiments with an 

information set. The experimental results show that the development will cut back the time interval to or so for a half-hour of the accuracy 

from those for the traditional implementation of the formula. 
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Introduction: 
Data mining has emerged in concert of the foremost active areas in info and communication technologies (ICT).  

With the booming of the worldwide economy, and omnipresent computing and networking across each sector and 

business, information and its deep analysis becomes a very necessary issue for enhancing the soft power of a corporation, 

its production systems, decision-making and performance.The aim and objective of domain driven data processing is to 

review effective and economical methodologies, techniques, tools, and applicat ions that can discover and deliver 

actionable knowledge that canbe passed on to business individuals for direct decision -making and action-taking. 

In this trendy time, with the advancement of internet, easy availability of the computers over the globe has made it easy 

to access other’s work which results in plagiarism.Plagiarism is understood because the act of victimization somebody 

else work while not the data of author orwhile not giving acknowledge to it corresponding person.With the advancement 

of technology, use of computers is growing very vastly and it can be seen that they are used everywhere in schools, 

institutes and industries.More often, assignments of scholars square measure submitted in electronic forms.As e -form is 

easy and suitable for teachers and students as well, but it leads towards the easy opportunity of plagiarism.With the 

widespread of data over the world, it is very easy 

to copy the information from completely different sources which has net, papers, books over the net, newspapers etc. 

and paste it in a very single work while not giving any acknowledge to the sources.These actions lead towards lack of 

learning in students.So there is a need of detecting the plagiarism to increase and improve the learning of students 

Plagiarism can occur in any type of field e.g. novels, program’s source codes, research papers and etc. Furthermore, there 

can occur in numerous situations when students from different institutes copy the data from internet, different books, 

journals etc. without quoting any reference.Students, sometimes, do that by choice however principally they are doing it 

accidentally thanks to lack of awareness about the usage of resources according to their own need.The issue isn't solely 

confined to the written language however programming codes also are embody in it .Different little elements of codes ar 

traced from the supply and used consistent with the necessity while notreferencing the house owners .  
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II.   RELATED WORK 

 
Maria Allauddin and Farooque Azam.[1]“Service  travel mistreatment Google Custom Search API” This paper presents a 

framework for service locomotion exploitation Google Custom Search API.The framework is  versatile, 

scalable, economical and reliable. 

 

Mahmoud Nadim Nahas.[2]”Survey and Comparison between Plagiarism Detection Tools”  

Registration to use variety of the programs is not a problem, however some programs need subscriptions.The conclusion 

is that the most effective comprehensive plagiarism detection program is "iThenticate" as per  nowadays. 

 

A Chowdhury and Dhruba K Bhattacharyya.[3]” Tools and Detection Techniques  

Hussain”.This paper has according AN thoroughgoing survey on plagiarism detection ways that and tools terribly} very 

systematicmethod.It has presented a taxonomy of varied forms of plagiarism occur in text data and codedocument. Next, 

it's according AN outsized vary of the way and tools below varied categories and compared and analysed their execs and 

cons. 

 

Iti Mathur and Nisheeth Joshi.[4]“Keeping Check on Misuse of Intellectual Property” by. As  AN extension to the 

present work, one will embrace a trilingual search feature wherever a keyword in one language is searched in 2 or a lot 

of totally different languages on the online, as there lay an opening of cross lingual plagiarism. 

One will forever take some text in one language and translate into another language and turn out it as his own. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 

 
 

 
In Architechture Diagram shown that the framework is sort of easy and comprehendible.  

User queries the system. The input may be any word in users mind. The system matches the question word not solely 

with service interface however additionally with its strategies. The request goes to Google Custom computer programme 

through Google Custom Search API. The engine has been scaled to the specified links to crawl. It may be scaled any time. 

Engine crawls on all the links given and produces the results. Results created aren't user comprehendible format. that the 

system parses the results created. System Extracts the Wsdl files from the set of re sults. Results area unit flaunted to the 

shopper. to ascertain whether or not the service is obtainable at given time. we've performed the validity check. Results 

area unit displayed and sent to native information. A backup information is maintained to sup ply dependability. 
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Data Flowchart of System 
 

 
The process system divided following modules: 

1. System database 

2. Authorized users 

3. Plagiarism checker module 

1. Database: 

In this module the data on which operation of the particular paper like search and compare are stored in the database which 

we are using in the system. Here we mine the data of different papers related to the topics and it will feed to the system. This 

data will be added by the administrator. 

2.  Users: 

In this system, There will be 2 user firstly the admin and secondly the user. The user will register himself with the system 

and he will got login portal which can access by login and the user will perform his task like paper uploading, Paper 

publishing etc. And admin will proceed with that document uploaded by the user and will check the documents with respect 

to the algorithm of the system.  

 Admin module: In this module the register user will activated by the admin and admin should know the info and will 

be verified that is that user is real or not and then and only then the admin will activate the user and as the user is 

activated by the admin then user will able to login to the system.  

 User Module: in this module the user will create an id password and register .after registration done then user will 

upload the document and that document will check in the system the result will be shown to the user. 

 

3. Plagiarism checker module: 

a completely unique approach for detection of copy content to be enforced is split into many modules. These 

modules simply target detection Plagiarism instead of the opposite aspects of the System like server -client 

networking and security. many words build a sentence, sentences builds a paragraph and paragraphs make a 

document. West Germanic language is incredibly large and made in vocabulary, descriptive linguistics and words. 

victimization them sagely and befittingly will build an honest thesis. however plagiarism will surface victimization 

vivid strategies as mentioned higher than. therefore we've divided the mod ules with relation to the units within the 

West Germanic language like words, sentences and paragraph. The process of alphabets during this case is 
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redundant. The system will embody alternative smaller units as mentioned higher than however detection plagi arism 

is that the vital task that we've to implement. The elaborate rationalization of every of those modules is given below.  

 A: To cross check the title of the submitted document files with the information and determine the author of 

the paper: 

As per IEEE standards no 2 papers will have constant title unless they need constant author , therefore if the title 

matches then the author of the paper submitted is cross checked with the author of the paper within the information. 

If the second procedure on beginning conjointly provides positive result then the paper is accepted with a 

replacement entry with constant title as associate update within the author’s account. however if the title matches 

and also the author doesn't match then the paper is rejected.  

The any implementation of this module deals with the condition that if the suspected paper is new i.e. in cross 

checking the title we tend to don't get a positive result. If such is that the case then the paper is 1st checked for 

plagiarism then when the credibility of the paper has been ensured the paper is additional within the information 

and once alternative papers ar cross checked for plagiarism then the paper recently additional is additionally cross 

documented with for plagiarism. 

 

 B: To find the matches in the response of the API : 

Algorithm:  
  
Step1: REST or figural State Transfer within the Custom Search JSON API is somewhat completely 

different from ancient REST.Instead of providing access to resources, the API provides access to a service.As a re sult, 

the API provides one URI that acts because the service terminus. 

 

Step2: you'll retrieve results for a selected search by causing associate protocol GET request to its URI.You pass at 

intervals the small print of the search request as question parameters. 

 

Search question - Use the letter question parameter to specify your search 

expression.All different questionparameters area unit facultative.  

 

Step4: There area unit 2 forms of parameters that you simply will pass in your request: 

API-specific parameters - define properties of your search, just like the search expression, range of results, language etc. 

 

Standard question parameters - define technical aspects of your request, a bit like the API key.All parameter valuesought 

to be URL encoded.  

Response information 

If the request succeeds, the server responds with a two hundred OK protocol standing code and also 

the response information in JSON format.  

 

Step5: For a close description of every property, see the reference. 

1) Search request information 

The search information includes: URL property, that has info regarding the Open Search templet used for the 

results came back during this request.  

Possible question role objects include: 

request: info describing the question for this set of results.This role is sometimes gift at intervals the response.It 

isinvariably associate array with only 1 part. 

nextPage: information describing the question to use for successive page of results.This role isn't gift if this results area 

unit the last page. Note: This API returns up to the primary one hundred results solely.When gift, it'sperpetually a array 

with only 1 part. 

previousPage: information describing the question to use for the previous page of results.Not gift if this results area 

unit the primary page.When gift, it's perpetually a array with only 1 part. 

Try different Relevant Tools: 

1) programme information 

The context property has information describing the programme that performed the search question. It includes the name 

of the programme, and any aspect objects it provides for refinement a pursuit. 

2) Search results 
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The main goal of this project is that the computer code can facilitate communication between the info, user , Plagiarism 

checker module , result, through E-mail and SMS. 

 

C: Match the text as within the document and calculate the result as on the occurance of the text:  

As the request is perform to the google API , the API sent response and  in line with the algorithmic program of the 

system the response carries with it massive no of atoms within the JSON array from this we tend to area 
unitaggregation a number of the atom as like links and writing into the computer file. 

And at that time in line with the incidence of the title the calculation takes place in % and inform to the user within 

the sort of SMS and Email by victimization custom API sms that is paid API and PHPmailer that is inbuild mail library 

inbuild PHP. 

 

 IV. EXPRIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

 
Figure.1.1 login form: it is a login page is for entering of identifier information into a system by a user. 

                                                                                        
FIGURE:1.2 REGISTRATION  FORM: IT IS A REGISTRATION FORM IN THIS USER WILL INPUT DATA INTO. 
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Figure:1.3  Dashboard : it is a dashboard in which admin can handle  the total upload paper, upload new,   

search paper 

 

Figure 1.4 Upload files: it is upload files in which admin can see original file or encrypted file. 
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Figure 1.5 Upload new files:  it is upload  new files in which user can upload   paper. 

 

 

Figure 1.6 search text : it is used to compare text with new upload file. 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Result : this  systems show the percentage of similarity detection  of  data and flow message 

and email to user.  

 

I. CONCLUSIONS 

  
In these paper we presented our web based plagarism detection approach  in this similarity between two files as well as 

similarity between one file into many file .in addition to show the percentage of similarity detection  result this system that are 

design more efficient in terms of time so the user can recive  alerts message and email  as soon as detection processes completed 

using Google custom search  API. 
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